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Apple's new iOS 11 update allows users to choose and type with a one-handed keyboard, allowing you to use your thumb more conveniently when only one hand is available. Here's how to do it: 1. Open your iPhone keyboard in notes or messenger apps. Press and hold the emoji button (located in the lower-left corner
of the standard keyboard). 3. Three keyboard options appear in the settings: left-handed, standard, and right-handed. Choose what works best. 4. Once the keyboard is selected with one hand, a chevron character appears on the side of the keyboard. A selection that allows you to return to normal (a.a.a. standard)
keyboard settings. Single-handed keyboards can also be the default option: 1. Go to the settings app. 2. Select General &gt; Keyboard. 3. Tap the keyboard with one hand and select the right or left. Or, come back here to turn it off if you want to return to the advanced world of two-wall keyboard typing. That's all it's got!
Now you no longer have to suffer through tyranny with small hands and gigantic iPhone screens. This site can get affiliate commissions from links on this site. Terms of Use. What's nice: Ideal for WASD players; arch arrangement and large buttons are very comfortable; cool-looking design. What is Naughty: Bye-bye
number pad on the right; Rearranging some keys will take a while to get used to. What's the deal: It's no surprise that when news of Wolf Claw began spreading across the Internet, PD Scientific had trouble meeting the overwhelming demand. There's a lot of advice about it: stylish design, comfortable WASD gaming
areas for the left hand, and 40 keys designed for FPS madness. This will bind one of your USB ports, but on the other hand, give you two back. There are two USB slots on the back of the keyboard that you can plug other peripherals into. Since this is a keyboard exchange, he had to score well for us when not playing
games. It has a high-end feel; keys are soft and quiet. One of the challenges you'll encounter is getting used to the keyboard layout. Like a laptop layout, keys are regrouped and consolidated to save space. The F keys at the top of the keyboard are smaller and scrunched together. Geeks and gamers from all over will be
shelling out a lot of dough for the latest PC games this Christmas. The gaming keyboard, which makes this experience much better, is worthy of our gift bag.&gt;&gt;More gear gifts whether you're a gamer or not, a comfortable keyboard can change your everyday computing experience no matter what type of laptop
you're using. Make no mistake, laptop keyboards have come a long way over the last decade, and most plug-and-play peripherals satisfy the casual player. But for dedicated fraggers, proper gaming is essential for getting accurate, competitive games: first-person first-person Strategy games and MMO can use additional
bells and whistles of premium mechanical keyboard. While most of the mobile tech world seems to be going wireless these days, you'll find only one Bluetooth keyboard recommended below; When it comes down to it, wired keyboards are simply more sensitive (a.a.s., reliable) than their unchained competitors. Touch
scribes, take note: Unlike membrane keyboards (which usually have a shallow, blurry feel), mechanical keyboards use linear, tactile and clickable switches under the keys. This results in a much more enjoyable writing experience. There are exceptions, of course, but the clickity-clack feedback of any mechanical
keyboard is usually better than that of a membranous counterpart. Why else should you consider a gaming keyboard? Let's not forget the obvious: They look freakin' cool. With full-RGB backlights, interchangeable keyboard caps and futuristic ergonomics, almost every keyboard on our shortlist qualifies as a fashion
accessory. As we picked up where the best gaming keyboard on the market today, we scrapped our own reviews and recommendations from our colleagues on Tom's Guide, TechRadar and PC Gamer; we have been popping up through product reviews of the past two years, comparing older brands (Corsár, Logitech,
Razer, etc.) with newer ones (Drop, Wooting). Next, we compared these models with the best lists for 2019 from around the web. After narrowing down our selections for each category, we considered recent product reviews versus best-selling Amazon.com, taking into account authentic customer feedback. Now, without
further ado... Here are the top gaming keyboards of 2020 (Image credit: Corsair)Key Type: Mechanical | Switch type: Cherry MX, miscellaneous | Lighting: Full RGB | Size: 17.2 x 6.5 x 1.5 inches | Weight: 2.7 lbs | Type: WiredStunning aestheticsHultiple key-switch choicesAll-quality buildExpensiveTom accessories guide
called it the best overall gaming keyboard, and for good reason; It's practically perfect in every way. Corsair's beautiful, innovative design is bound to turn heads in your underground gaming lounge (do you have one of them, right?), and this keyboard's authentic Cherry MX switches make for a springy, comfortable typing
experience. The chassis has a high-quality aluminium construction and the fine RGB backlight rounds off these wonderful aesthetics. With discrete media keys, you can easily control all your tunes with minimal effort. As for the K70 RGB Mk.2, you will be blown away – and so will your competition at the next tournament.
Read our full Review of corsair K70 RGB Mk.2. (Image credit: Razer) Key Type: Mechanical | Switch type: green, orange, yellow | Lighting: Full RGB | Size: 17.6 x 9.7 x 1.7 inches | Weight: 3.7 pounds | Type: WiredBeautiful, practical designPerforming gaming performancePlush restFinicky softwareRazer was a big big in
the gaming world for years, and BlackWidow Elite may just be the best gaming keyboard company ever done. Its elevated key caps, discreet media control and ergonomic wrist drying make for a winning design, and the Razer's proprietary key switches are very responsive. Each key is customizable, and you can even
save profile configurations to the cloud. USB and audio pass-throughs are a welcome addition; dedicated media buttons keep all your favorite features at your fingertips. Did we mention what the backlight looks like? Game on! Read our full Razer BlackWidow Elite review. (Image credit: Kinesis) Key Type: Mechanical |
Switch type: Cherry MX blue, brown, red | Lighting: Full RGB | Size: 15.5 x 10.3 x 1.3 inches (split tenkeyless) | Weight: 2.5 lbs | Type: WiredUnique split-keyboard designOthere lift kit to improve ergonomicsMischangable on maxLift kit is not includedKeyboard aesthetics are not usually turn heads, but advanced
ergonomics freestyle edge are absolutely worth a look. Split design allows you to place each half of the keyboard on the width of the arm, reducing the back, neck and shoulder tension. It also makes room for other peripherals in front of you, such as a flight stick or HOTAS. Each key can be individually customized, with
on-board storage for up to nine user profiles and nine dedicated macro keys located on the left half for easy access. Bonus: Spring for optional lift kit if you would like even cushier game sessions. (Image credit: Logitech) Key Type: Mechanical | Switch type: Logitech Romer-G | Lighting: None | Size: 18.1 x 5.2 x 1.5
inches | Weight: 2.0 pounds | Type: WiredAffordableMedia keys and customizable shortcuts includedQuality aluminum buildNext specialized macros / pass-throughsNo backlightLackluster key caps For less than $100, Logitech offers an excellent entry-level keyboard for anyone who needs an upgrade. The Romer-G
switches of this keyboard are very comfortable to type and its reprogrammable shortcuts make productivity snap. The solid construction of anodized aluminium is refreshingly attractive for this price and the reinforced cable is built to last. You won't find special macros, passes, or backlights on the k840, but if your gaming
needs are modest, this keyboard won't disappoint. Oh, and it's also perfect for any Home Office. (Image credit: Drop) Key Type: Mechanical | Switch type: Cherry MX, Kaihua, Halo | Lighting: Full RGB | Size: 14.5 x 5.5 x 1.4 inches | Weight: 2.1 pounds | Type: WiredSwitches are hot-swappableRemovable magnetic
feetExpirable no additional productivity buttonsEed casePoz out to a ten-key gaming keyboard that can fit directly into your office desk? Introducing Drop CTRL, the mechanical keyboard that comes with customization features. From an anodised aluminium frame to LED backlight, there's than about this small peripheral
device. With detachable magnetic feet, you can adjust the height as needed, which is a neat feature. What really makes CTRL stand out? All keys are hot-swappable, so users can change switches on the fly - no tools needed. Read our full Drop CTRL review. (Image credit: Wooting) Key type: Mechanical/optical | Switch
type: Flaretech Linear55 | Lighting: Full RGB | Size: 14.5 x 6.3 x 1.6 inches | Weight: 1.8 lbs | Type: WiredDedicated analog inputElegant designPerforming key feelEparable switchesLimited analog features Somewhat lengthy configure for more gamesAs a successful byproduct of the Dutch Kickstarter campaign, this
keyboard is already making waves in the gaming community. Eschewing traditional keyboard switches for proprietary Flaretech switches, Wooting allows you to set a key-press action point at any level you like, and the accompanying software offers a lot of customization. The absence of numbering pads is for a clean,
clear look, and per-key RGB options are out of this world. (Image credit: Corsár) Key type: Diaphragm | Switch type: N/A | Lighting: Full RGB | Size: 12.1 x 9.4 x 8.8 inches | Weight: 2.1 pounds | Type: WirelessAttractive RGB BacklightSouth customization optionsUSB and Bluetooth connectivityExpensiveMembrane
design is a little annoyingThere are limitations for wireless gaming, but Corsair offers the best of both worlds, with USB and Bluetooth connections offered on the K57. Best of all, this keyboard comes at a great price compared to other wireless keyboards. Unlike most premium gaming keyboards, however, the K57 uses
membrane switches instead of mechanical, resulting in a slightly slushy writing experience. Detachable hand-free, six programmable macro keys, and dedicated media controls round up features. If wireless gaming is your thing, put the K57 on your shortlist. Read our full Review of Corsair K57 RGB Wireless. (Image
credit: Logitech) Key Type: Mechanical | Switch type: Romer-G | Lighting: Full RGB | Size: 14.2 x 6.0 x 1.4 inches | Weight: 2.2 pounds | Type: WiredVery compact, lightweightSleek designDetachable USB cableSome expensiveSome expensiveNies carry caseNumpads occupies valuable desktop real estate, and many
gaming keyboards are nixing these features completely. Such is the case with logitech G Pro, tenkeyless peripheral, that it is ultraeasy throwing it in the bag, after removing the removable USB cable. The square edges of this keyboard are pleasantly understated and the simplified design is very attractive. Logitech keeps
track of the small, with minimal extra buttons, but if you want a tournament-ready mechanical keyboard that's also incredibly portable, look no less than the G Pro.Read our full Logitech G Pro review. (Image credit: Razer) Key Type: Mechanical | Switch type: Opto-Mechanical Opto-Mechanical Lighting: Chroma RGB |
Size: 9.2 x 17.6 x 1.4 inches | Weight: 3.8 pounds | Type: WiredTop-of-the-line switchesIntuitive media controlConveniable wrist restBeautiful lightingNest USB pass-throughIt is the second USB port to power lightingSeothe rock-solid aluminum frame and Razer's new Opto-Mechanical click switches, Huntsman Elite
achieves key-press activation at the speed of light. (The company claims 30% shorter action distance than other clickable switches at 1.5mm.) This response is ideal for first-person shooters and essential for rapid-fire games. The programmable dial gives you quick access to background lighting and media controls, and
ergonomic rest on your wrist keeps your carpal tunnel symptoms at bay. Read our full Razer Huntsman Elite review. Adventure continuesT it's time to choose your own adventure gaming keyboard! Follow the links below to uncover additional shopping advice, additional peripherals and upcoming offers... Are Cherry keys
some kind of edible tech? Click here to find out. If you would like to know exactly what is so special about mechanical keyboards, anyway, click here (and here and here). Could your game set use a supercharged upgrade? Click here. What about a 4K monitor to go with it? Click here. If you want amazing mice to match
that spanking-new keyboard, click here. What about the mouse pad? Click here. Don't forget the rhythms. If you are as audiophile as you are a videophile, click here. If you need gifts for players on your shopping list, click here. Looking for even more offers? Click here. Here.
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